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A very, very nasty divorce?



The process for withdrawal

• ARTICLE 50, TREATY ON EUROPEAN UNION

– Any Member State may decide to withdraw from the 

Union in accordance with its own constitutional 

requirements

• Treaties and all existing directly applicable EU law would 

cease to apply to the UK from when withdrawal 

arrangements come into force or failing that, within 2 

years of notification.



How do we split?

• Rejoin European Free Trade Association (EFTA) and 

become par of European Economic Area (EEA)

• Rejoin EFTA without joining EEA

• Entirely outside European trade structures.



Brexit & Its Impact

• Present uncertainty but no changes in the short term.

• UK 'gold standard' founded in the Health and Safety at 

Work etc. Act 1974.

• The UK Government had committed anyway to reducing 

regulation via its 'Red Tape Challenge'.

• Role of the Court of Justice of the EU – still influential?

• Hard or soft Brexit?



UK v EU?

• EU-OSHA

– OSH Framework Directive

– Directives – EU Treaty which EU members must 

transpose into national law within a set deadline.

• UK Standards



UK v EU



ISO 45001

• Aims to provide a framework to improve employee 

safety, reduce workplace risks and create better, safer 

working conditions all over the world.

• Designed for use by any organisation (irrespective of 

size or industry) and to be integrated into existing H&S 

programmes.

• Further discussions expected to agree a second draft.

• Publication has been delayed until June 2017 – may be 

later.



SENTENCING GUIDELINES

CASE UPDATE



New Sentencing Guidelines

• Apply to health and safety, corporate manslaughter and 

food safety and hygiene offences in England and Wales 

from 1 February 2016.

• Nine step approach to calculate fines.

• Fines now explicitly linked to company turnover to have 

‘a real economic impact ’.

• Significant fines imposed solely based on the risk of 

injury.

• NI???



The proposed approach – 9 steps

• Step one – Determine offence category: harm and

culpability

• Step two - Starting point – is the company micro, small, 

medium or large (or very large) based on turnover

• Step three – is proposed fine proportionate

• Steps four to nine – consider other factors that might 

require adjustment including credit for guilty plea



HSWA Breach - Categories of harm

• Seriousness of harm risked + likelihood of harm = Harm 

Categories 1-4 (NB: Risk of harm – not actual harm)

• Seriousness of harm risked classified as:

•Death

•Physical or mental impairment resulting in lifelong 
dependency

•Health condition resulting in reduced life expectancy

Level A

•Physical or mental impairment not amounting to Level A, 
which has a substantial and long-term effect on the 
sufferer’s ability to carry out normal day to day activities or 
on their ability to return to work

•A progressive, permanent or irreversible condition

Level B

•All others not in A or BLevel C



Categories of harm

• Establish Harm category from Matrix



Defining culpability

• Level of culpability extremely important

Very High

Deliberate breach or 
flagrant disregard of the 

law

High

Fell far short of the 
appropriate standard

Medium

Fell short of standard in 
a manner that falls 

between descriptions in 
high and low culpability

Low

Did not fall far short of 
appropriate standard



Issues relevant to culpability

• High 

– Failing to put in place measures recognised as standards in the industry 

/ sector

– Ignoring concerns raised by employees or others

– Failing to make changes after prior incidents

– Allowing breaches to subsist over a long period of time

• Low

– Significant efforts were made to address risk but inadequate on this 

occasion

– No prior event or warning indicating a risk



Sentencing Guidelines



Fines post-1 Feb 2016

• Very large

– ConocoPhilips (UK) – £3m (Feb 16) – non injury

– Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions - £2.6m (May 16)

– Travis Perkins - £2m (May 16)

– Tata Steel - £1.98m (July 16) – non fatal

– Network Rail - £4m (Sept 16) – fatal

• Large

– McCain Foods - £800k (May 16) – non fatal

– G4S Cash Solutions - £1.8m (Sept 16) – non injury

– Merlin Attractions - £5m (Sept 2016) – non fatal



ConocoPhillips (UK) Limited
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• Facts

– Two uncontrolled and one controlled but unexpected 

gas releases

– Breakdown in communication led workers to 

incorrectly believe the platform was gas free

– The lives of 66 workers were put in danger

• Turnover: £4.8bn 

• Loss before tax: £85m

• Fine: £3m (£1m for each offence)



ConocoPhillips (UK) Limited
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• Sentencing remarks

– There was a significant chance of the gas igniting. Had 

that happened the risk of death or serious injury would 

have been extremely high. The incident did not result in 

loss of life or injury but it had all the potential for both.

– A failure to identify the risks posed and inadequate 

oversight and control of the permit to work system.

• Commentary

– The court did not define very large for the purposes of 

sentencing.

– Substantial fine given the company was making a loss.



Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions Limited
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• Facts

– An employee was killed when the trench he was 

working on collapsed in on him

– The trench was dug to a depth of 2.4 metres without 

any shoring

– Not trading

• Fine: £2.6 million
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• Sentencing remarks

– High culpability.

– High likelihood of harm. Harm category 1.

– There was a failure to adequately risk assess, plan and 

supervise the works or control the way in which the 

excavation took place. 

– The judge rejected Balfour Beatty’s argument that the 

guidelines did not apply, demonstrating that the guidelines are 

to have retrospective application.

• Commentary

– Given the level of fine imposed it is assumed the court looked 

at the group’s wider resources in setting the level of fine.

Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions Limited



Travis Perkins Trading Company 

Limited
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• Facts

– A customer was loading planks of wood onto the roof 

of his car when he fell backwards onto the yard 

service. 

– The customer was run over by a company vehicle 

operating in the yard and died from crushing injuries.

• Turnover: £2.198bn

• Profit before tax: £125m

• Fine: £2 million
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• Sentencing remarks

– Medium culpability

– High likelihood of harm. Harm category 1

– There was a documented risk of stumbling or falling in the yard, 

particularly when loading and unloading and that collisions with 

HGVs were likely to cause serious injury or death

– Aggravating factor - company’s previous conviction in 2006

– Mitigating factor - extensive remedial measures

– The judge noted that the company could be classified as a very 

large organisation and set the fine near the top of the range for 

large companies

• Commentary

– In the absence of strong mitigation it would have been appropriate 

to move outside the range for large companies

Travis Perkins Trading Company 

Limited



Tata Steel UK Limited
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• Facts

– Two workers suffered injuries to their hands in two separate 

incidents.

– Firstly, a worker lost two thirds of his left hand and his middle 

and ring fingers whilst trying to clear a blockage on a steel 

tube manufacturing line which had unsuitable guarding

– Secondly and in a separate incident, a worker lost part of his 

little finger when his left hand was caught, again in an 

inadequately guarded machine

• Turnover: £4.2bn / Loss before tax: £306m

• Fine: £1.98 million (£185,000 for the first offence and £1.8 

million for the second offence)



Tata Steel UK Limited
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• Sentencing remarks

– Medium culpability in the first incident and high culpability in 

the second incident

– High likelihood of harm. Harm category 2

– There was a failure to appropriately guard and manage the 

risks arising from dangerous parts of items of machinery

• Commentary

– Given the level of fine imposed it is assumed the court looked 

at the groups resources in setting the level of fine 

– This case demonstrates the crucial importance of learning 

lessons from previous incidents and how necessary it is to 

provide evidence to the court to keep offences within the low 

to medium category of culpability 



G4S Cash Solutions Ltd

• Facts:

– Employee contracted legionella

– No evidence that cause linked to G4S’ premises

– Hot and cold water systems badly managed

– Inadequate policies, monitoring and testing, and 

inadequate training for staff

– Failure to act on advice of own consultant

• Turnover: £240million

• Profit before tax: £43 million

• Fine: £1.8 million

27



G4S Cash Solutions Ltd

• Commentary:

– Demonstrates fines linked to risk of harm not actual 

harm

– Had it not been for a guilty plea, the fine could easily 

have been closer to £3m

– Many organisations will have access to either in-

house or external competent safety advisors. Failing 

to seek – and, more significantly, act appropriately on 

– that advice is likely to result in a higher fine

28



Network Rail Limited
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• Facts

– Brenda McFarland was killed when she was hit by a 

train travelling nearly 100mph at the Gipsy Lane 

crossing in Needham Market, Suffolk.

– Pedestrians had only a five-second visual warning of a 

Norwich-bound train approaching.

– The crossing had been judged high-risk and a 

temporary speed limit suggested but nothing was done.

• Turnover: £6bn

• Profit before tax: £411m

• Fine: £4m



Network Rail Limited
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• Sentencing remarks

– HHJ Martyn Levett said the decision to impose a speed limit 

should have been made there and then as one was imposed 

immediately after the death.

– Fine would have been £6m but for the company pleading 

guilty at the first opportunity.

• Commentary

– HM chief inspector of railways: "Network Rail's safety 

management fell below the standards required putting 

members of the public … in unnecessary danger.”

– Network Rail has closed over 1,000 crossings since 2009/10.



Merlin Attractions Operations Limited
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• Facts

– The company owns Alton Towers.

– Two rollercoaster carriages collided on the Smiler.

– 16 people were severely injured including two women 

who suffered leg amputations as a result of the 

incident.

– Caused by a lack of detailed, robust arrangements for 

making safety critical decisions.

• Turnover: £413m

• Profit before tax: £75m

• Fine: £5m



Merlin Attractions Operations Limited
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• Sentencing remarks

– High culpability, harm category 1.

– The company had exposed thousands of young people to 

a risk of harm and that the offence committed by the 

company was a significant cause of actual harm.

– Merlin had committed a similar offence in 2012 and failed 

to provide emergency services with proper access to the 

site.

• Commentary

– Largest fine to date under new Sentencing Guidelines.
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